
Ms. Martin

Email- smartin@mercer.k12.pa.us

Phone-724-662-5104

Miss Martin
Pottery & Sculpture Syllabus

In this class, you will  learn more about yourself and learn how to treat others.

Course Description
The pottery and sculpture course covers the clay basics of hand building techniques and
glazing. The course emphasizes on gaining confidence with creating and manipulating clay to
make a variety of pottery and sculptures. In the class, students will model a variety of clay
construction processes. When constructing, students will become familiar with the engineering
involved in building and will learn a variety of applicable problem solving skills. In the clay
course, students will learn how to apply and properly implement glazes in order to add
coloration to their pottery or sculpture pieces. In the art program, students will not only have
experience with creating but will learn about the history and vocabulary associated with clay.
Additionally, students will be using their critical thinking skills and practicing decision making
techniques to execute throughout the art course.
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Classroom Expectations and Goals for Success:

1. The art room is a safe haven for students to express themselves freely. There are NO
exceptions to vandalize any art or judge another person’s artwork negatively.
However, CONSTRUCTIVE criticism is an appreciated learned skill. Respect, help, and
share ideas with your classmates.

2. Work throughout the class time. If you do not use your time wisely it will affect your
grade. NO OTHER SUBJECT’S HOMEWORK WILL BE WORKED ON IN THE CLASS. The
pottery class is not a study hall. DO NOT do someone else's artwork for them, helping is
different.

3. *YOU* and * EVERYONE* in the classroom are responsible for cleaning and maintaining
the art room including the supplies and materials. Respect ALL tools, supplies,
equipment, machinery, and furniture in the art room.

4. Use all tools and supplies safely and properly! Do not throw or misuse materials
improperly. Only use the tools and supplies shown for your class. DO NOT TOUCH
OTHER SUPPLIES OR TOOLS WITHOUT PERMISSION.

5. NO SUPPLIES LEAVE THE ART ROOM. Nothing but yourself and your belongings leave
the room. If the supplies leave the room without proper supervision it will cause
problems within the school district. Supplies that are taken will take supplies from
others therefore not having enough supplies for everyone.

6. Listen and follow directions. There will be no talking when presenting or demonstrating
unless there is a discussion or any questions.

7. Work quietly and do not cause disruptions for others around you. Students are allowed
to talk in class when working efficiently. Conversations should be appropriate and using
appropriate language.

8. HAVE A POSITIVE ATTITUDE!! Working with clay is a practice and requires practicing.
Nobody is perfect and everyone’s projects will be completely different from each other. I
do not accept I can’t! Always do your personal best! Difficulty does not mean failure!

9. Be prepared for class and come on time. Always bring a pencil or any other required
materials and assignments to class.

10. NO CELL PHONES

11. NO FOOD OR DRINK
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Example of Pottery Rubric

Grade Scale
Excellent Good Average Needs

Improvement
Comments

& Total

/60

Composition

Incorporation of specific
elements and principles of
design related to project.

10 9-8 7-6 5->

Construction & Form
Effective use of
handbuilding technique or
specific technique used.
Form of pottery depending
on project such as teapot
or vase.

15 14-13 12-11 10->

Glaze & Design
Glaze is implemented
correctly. Glazing adds to
the construction of the
pottery and completes the
overall design.

10 9-8 7-6 5->

Finished Project
Followed steps and
instruction. Met
requirements of project.

10 9-8 7-6 5->

Participation & Class Management

Clean up, respect for
materials, and using time
efficiently.

15 14-13 7-6 10->
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Assignments

Utilize  a compositional notebook for sketches of pottery designs and use it for writing glazes
applied on projects for each nine weeks. The documentation of glazes and sketches are graded
as well as your main projects.

Homework
If a project is not completed during class it is required to make up the work by coming during
advisory, in the morning, during a free period, or if possible complete the project at home Make
arrangements to find time to work on a project or to take project home. Any other homework
will involve researching for projects, finding designs or references, and bringing in reference
materials.

Late Policy

Any project or assignment that is late will be deducted five points for every day that it is late.
After five days, students will receive a zero if the project is not completed or turned in.
Extensions will be granted on a case-by-case basis. The teacher will determine if an extension
will be granted based on in-class dedication, work ethic, and the difficulty of the project.

Art Show, Contests, & Artwork Pick Up
At the end of the year, there is a Mercer Art Show in the high school library. Students can
submit up to one piece for the art show. Students will also have the opportunity to exhibit their
artwork within the community and school district. Student artwork may be kept for
photographing, displaying, and entering into art contests. Students MUST pick up artwork by
the end of the semester, the art room is not a storage room. If artwork is thrown out or damaged
I cannot exhibit it or put the work in contests.

As a reminder, you have a great opportunity to create using materials that are not readily
available to you on a daily basis!! Use this class to spend time focusing on fabricating something
whether it’s for yourself or for anyone!

Be open minded and treat one another with respect
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GOOGLE CLASSROOM
The art classroom will also be using the google classroom platform as an addition to the
student’s variety of learning experiences such as art history, aesthetics, and art criticism.
Students will be taking home art projects and supplies to continue their learning within and out
of the art room. Art can be done anywhere with any supplies! When creating art, find a space
where you can organize your supplies and art!

Students will be able to use google classroom to upload photographs of artwork and receive
individualized instruction/feedback from the teacher. Contests, extra information, and
assignments will be posted for students to use as a resource!

Google Classroom Code:
Period 1 Pottery/Sculpture: ktl7hb7
Period 6 Pottery/Sculpture: udojh6o

CONTACT

The RemindApp is used in the art class for students and teacher to communicate a variety
of information such as announcements, reminders, upcoming contests, feedback, or
questions/answers.  In order to use the app, you can download the RemindApp for free on any
device!  To join you can use the link: www.remind.com/join/cg223bg OR text 81010 with a
message @cg223bg  OR use the code @cg223bg OR teacher can add Mercer Area students with
their email addresses!

Students and parents/guardians can also contact the teacher with any questions, concerns, or
additional information through emailing!

Ms. Martin’s email address is smartin@mercer.k12.pa.us

http://www.remind.com/join/k378gf
mailto:smartin@mercer.k12.pa.us
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Clay Curriculum:

Pottery and Sculpture First Semester:

Week 1- Developing Portfolio/Art Exercises-pattern design. Practicing with clay techniques.
Learning more about clay such as the history, clay bodies, kiln firings, and glazes.

Week 2-6- Four/three matching themed mugs, cups, bowls, using  four different techniques of
hand building such as pinch pot, coiling, strip slab construction, and wheel thrown. Sculpture
portion of course, create a ceramic vessel.

Week 7-12- Introduction to glazing. Four different hand building techniques to build a tall vase.
In sculpture, construct a clay relief.

Week 13-18- Candle holders (illuminated vessel)- vessel cut outs, form, and nesting pottery.
Create a free standing sculpture.

Pottery Second Semester:

Week 1-6- Teapot- Attaching and adding spout, handles, and lids. The sculpture’s main
focus is on human anatomy, such as creating hands, feet, human body, and human bust.

Week 7-12- Jar Set- Matching set with lids, handles or knobs, and labeling/design. Mix clay
with another media to create a sculpture.

Week 13-18- Kitchen Set- Example: plates, salt & pepper shakers, and utensil holder.
Moldmaking is used in a sculpture to create pieces of a board game or other items.

---Independent project (both pottery and sculpture semesters):

· If there is time in the curriculum, students will have the opportunity to
choose additional pottery projects. There will also be incorporation of
painting into the drawing curriculum if students show interest.

Advanced Pottery and Sculpture:

Week 1-6- Developing Portfolio/Art Exercises-pattern design. Review on handbuilding
techniques, glazing, and terminology. Design and create measuring spoons or cups.
Matching set of four to five. Sculpt a building.

Week 7-12- Puzzle Boxes- Hand cut designed lids with knobs, feet, and geometric design.
Create a sculpture that will hang on the wall.
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Week 13-18- Navajo Pottery- sgraffito techniques, form/design inspired by Navajo pottery,
underglaze application, and texture design. Found object sculpture, plaster sculpture, and
wood sculpting.

The advanced pottery and sculpture classes will have more freedom in their projects and
designs, however if the student is unfamiliar with the art making practices or media, the
project will be treated similar to a beginner course curriculum.

**The Syllabus is subject to change with teacher discretion **


